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Abstract

Tweets with specific hashtags from Twitter have
been collected using a Twitter developer account.
The hashtags that were collected are Facebook, Ama-
zon, Apple, Netflix, and Google. Each hashtag will
be its own data set. Stock data has been collected
that correspond to each hashtag for the correspond-
ing dates. Sentiment analysis was performed on all
of the Twitter data sets to determine if each tweet is
positive, negative, or neutral. A database was built
to hold all of the tweets and stock data. A website
user interface (UI) was built to view the data from the
database and allow users to choose different criteria,
and the website UI will dynamically generate graphs.
These graphs can then be used to analyze the data to
find interesting results about Twitter, Twitter users,
as well as companies, companies’ stocks and items
users tweet about.

1 Introduction

Twitter is a large social network platform that al-
lows its users to create short posts called “tweets.”
A user can use a “hashtag” (#) to indicate a topic
that their tweet is about. By using hashtags, tweets
that contain the same topics can be collected to cre-
ate different data sets. Although tweets can be ran-
dom because they are created by users of a social
network platform, there is potential for tweets to pro-
vide information that can be used for many purposes
by analyzing social patterns [1]. The tweets can be
used to promote certain advertisement of companies
and they can be used to spread information from the
news. Additionally, by performing sentiment analy-
sis on the tweets will add additional information to
contribute and be analyzed. There would be a goal in

observing how the tweets that focus on company ad-
vertisement would be possible in affecting the stock
prices.

2 Problem Statement

Users of Twitter create a massive pool of data that
can be used for an endless number of purposes. A
company can analyze the tweets associated with their
company to see if there are any patterns that could
indicate changes the company should make. Users
might tweet about a specific item/product. If a com-
pany has a product that is suddenly gaining popular-
ity on social media, they can expect to soon have an
increase in sales; they can prepare for this by increas-
ing inventory of the specific product.

Analyzing the sentiment of tweets can do more
than just help companies with marketing. It can help
with predicting many topics of all varieties, such as
stocks[3, 4]. By collecting large tweet data sets and
analyzing them, interesting information can be found.

3 Objectives

Analyzing Twitter sentiment data can help to re-
veal patterns or changes in trends of how Twitter
users feel about certain companies or products. This
can be interesting because if there is a change in a
trend, a real-world event may be able to be found
that would have caused this change in how Twitter
users feel about the company or product.

By analyzing Twitter sentiment data along with
corresponding stock market data, it can be deter-
mined if Twitter sentiment data has a relationship
to the stock market data. This can be useful for try-
ing to predict the stock market. Predicting the stock
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market is difficult because the price of stock is based
on the demand of the stock.

If any changes in trends of the Twitter sentiment
data are found and it is related to the stock market
data, it can be determined if the change will cause the
stock to move up or down in value. This is continuing
to help predict the stock market.

4 Related Work

4.1 Twitter Sentiment

Twitter is a large social network platform that al-
lows its users to create short posts called “tweets.”
The sentiment of tweets can be processed by using
one of many data science techniques; one method to
process the sentiment analysis of tweets is a library
called TextBlob. Many data scientists use sentiment
of tweets to help with prediction of many topics.

A major data science topic is stock market pre-
diction. There have been multiple studies linking the
use of sentiment of tweets to helping to predict the
stock market [2, 3, 4]. Another topic that can benefit
from sentiment of tweets is political elections. The
sentiment of tweets that contain political candidate
names can help to predict the winner of a political
election [5]. Very different topics can all benefit from
using sentiment of tweets by being able to have accu-
rate predictions.

4.1.1 Impacts on Twitter Sentiment

Since Twitter is a social media platform, data
gathered from it can be considered random because
the data is users. There could be spikes in the data
that could be caused from many reasons [6]. A pos-
sible reason is real-world events. Real-world events
can cause emotions within a community of any size.
It the date of a real-world event can be identified, it
can be determined if there is a spike in the data for
that specific date [7].

4.2 Website UI Visuals

Websites can be designed in different ways. Some
website developers create websites from the ground
up using code; this would consist of using HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, PHP, JQuery, and other possible
scripting languages.

Some website developers create websites using re-
sponsive HTML5 frameworks; some examples of these

frameworks are Bootstrap, Foundation, and Skele-
ton. By using a responsive HTML5 framework, it
can make a website look visually more appealing us-
ing pre-designed styles.

Some website developers create websites using a
content management system (CMS). A couple exam-
ples of CMSs are WordPress and Drupal. A CMS is
a software that is designed to hold a large amount
of content and help to create a website. A CMS can
implement pre-designed website themes.

In addition, website developers can use open
source libraries to help implement other parts of a
website. An example of when an open source library
can be used is to display data/graphs. There are
open source libraries that can do this for the website
developer such as Google Charts and RGraph.

4.3 Web UI Search

The online query processing is a component that
will allow different graphs with new interesting data
to be presented. Query words are associated with
data set names, which will comprise a dictionary
like structure, allowing for fast lookups through the
database [9]. The presentation of the data will be
most meaningful to the user performing the search
will be dependent on the criteria options. The se-
lection of criteria presented to the user has to be
compatible and able to properly look through the
database by matching with the stored data sets.
Query searches will be primarily related to a corre-
sponding companies stock within the database. Stock
queries will include: high, low, open, and close. Other
searches that are not related to stocks will include in-
teresting company data, and twitter comparisons of
positive and negative changes.

5 Methodology

5.1 Twitter Data Collection

There is an API that Twitter provides that al-
lows developer account holders to query and down-
load tweets [10]. Although Twitter provides this API,
there are restrictions. The Twitter API will only al-
low 350 calls per hour for each Twitter developer ac-
count [11].

Twitter stops their users from making long posts
by placing a restriction on how many characters a
post can contain. Twitter increased a tweet max-
imum character length from 140 characters to 280
characters in 2017 after conducting a test with the
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longer tweet length. Although Twitter has doubled
the tweet maximum character length, tweets do not
provide a complete data set. Due to using an incom-
plete data set creates a new research field within data
mining because less data is available to be analyzed
[12].

5.2 Sentiment Analysis

There are different versions of sentiment analy-
sis. A main form of sentiment analysis is where text
is processed into three categories: positive, negative,
and neutral. Sentiment analysis will not always be
correct due to complexity of language and different
writing styles [13]. When performing sentiment anal-
ysis, there are two different ways to identify senti-
ment of text. The first technique is to identify the
sentiment of each word.This technique might work,
but words do not usually act alone; words are used
with other words to provide meaning. The second
technique is to identify the sentiment of a string of
words. How words are associated with each other is
typically more important than the words themselves
which makes the second technique better for most
scenarios [14]. To accomplish the sentiment analysis,
the package TextBlob will be used using Python.

5.3 Final Implementation

After the conceptual designs are written and
checked, the implementation can begin. Python is
going to be used for a way to collect the data of
certain tweets. On the provided department server,
PHP and MYSQL would be used for the database of
the collected tweets found in Twitter and to display
the database data on the website user interface. The
Web UI will be created using BootStrap as well as
standard web development languages such as HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, and JQUERY. The Web UI will
have availble criteria option based off the collected
data withing the database and present the data of
the selected criteria using a JQUERY graph library
called RGraph [15].

6 Discussion

The overall goal of this project is to find inter-
esting data within data taken from Twitter by relat-
ing tweets to company stock data. This will be ac-
complished by using the Twitter API to gather data
from Twitter and an API of stock data related to
the hastags collected. Finding the sentiment for each

tweet will be performed using sentiment analysis. A
database to hold all of the tweets will be created us-
ing MYSQL (Methodology 5.3). To display the data
from this database and to generate dynamic graphs,
a website user interface will be created using stan-
dard web development languages. The web UI will
be essential for visualization as well as querying spe-
cific parts of the stored data. In the future, a larger
selection of hashtags, corresponding stock data, more
extensive criteria, and a larger database can be col-
lected for a better look at twitter behavior and pre-
ferred company items.

7 Results

7.1 Data

7.1.1 Twitter Data

Apple Twitter data was collected from
10/21/2018 - 1/23/2019. Apple had 87207 posi-
tive tweets, 21125 negative tweets, and 182467 to-
tal tweets. Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Net-
flix Twitter data were collected from 10/22/2018
- 1/23/2019. Amazon had 223511 positive tweets,
47856 negative tweets, and 438623 total tweets.
Facebook had 99098 positive tweets, 33964 negative
tweets, and 238320 total tweets. Google had 78195
positive tweets, 21102 negative tweets, and 199036
total tweets. Netflix had 96737 positive tweets, 29313
negative tweets, and 203726 total tweets.

7.2 Stock Data

Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google stock data
was collected from 9/24/2018 - 2/15/2019. Netflix
stock data was collected from 9/28/2018 - 2/22/2019.
There are 100 days of stock for each company; all
Twitter data that was collected has a date that cor-
responds to a stock day that was collected.

7.3 Dynamic Graphs

Due to there being numerous possibilities for com-
binations of which specific attributes to be in each
graph, only certain relevant graphs will be shown in
the Analysis section. To see other graphs, visit the
web UI listed in the cover page.
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8 Analysis

8.1 Twitter Sentiment

8.1.1 Positive/Negative Tweet Comparison

There are always more positive tweets than nega-
tive tweets for all technology companies within the
data we have collected, but there is this one in-
stance where Facebook has one day, 11/12/2018,
where there were more negative tweets (1674 tweets)
than positive tweets (1571 tweets). A likely rea-
son for there to be a large amount of negativity to-
wards Facebook is there was a Facebook outage on
11/12/2018 making Facebook inaccessible for a con-
siderable amount of time.

Figure 1: Facebook Twitter data

8.1.2 Tweet Relationships

All attribites for tweets: positive, negative, and
total tend to have the same shape within the data we
have collected. All attributes go up or down together.
Total is the most extreme in its value changes. Posi-
tive is medium in its value changes. Negative is small
in its value changes.

Figure 2: Netflix Twitter data

8.2 Tweet and Stock Comparisons

8.2.1 Apple Keynote Impacts

Apple had a keynote where they introduced
the iPad Pro, MacBook Air, and Mac Mini on
10/30/2018 (day 10). Due to this event, there is a
large value of tweets on 10/30/2018 (day 10).

Figure 3: Apple Twitter data

The days trailing Apple’s keynote, Apple’s stock
have a major spike with a max on 11/2/2018 (day
30) in the volume, the number of sales of the stock.

Figure 4: Apple stock volume data

8.2.2 Google Speaker Impacts

Google has a major spike in the value of tweets
(4619 tweets) on 12/12/2018 (day 52). This is most
likely due to a software engineer from Google, Janet
Kuo, being the keynote speaker at KubeCon.
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Figure 5: Google Twitter data

Google had a local maximum in their stock value
on 12/12/2018 (day 56). The volume of Google’s
stock was close to a local minimum. This makes
sense because if there is a large number of people
selling their stock in Google, the value of stock will
go down.

Figure 6: Google stock data

Figure 7: Google stock volume data
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